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Abstract
This thesis concerns assessment techniques used in university level programming education.
The motivation is in improving existing assessment methods to yield more detailed or
fundamentally different kinds of information which can be used to provide higher quality
feedback to the student.
One central theme in this thesis is the use of program reading and tracing skills in different
aspects of programming. Tracing is a critical skill in reading and writing code and debugging.
Simple tracing exercises can be used to test understanding of programming language
constructs and program execution. We present results from an international study of student
competence in tracing program code in the end of their ﬁrst programming course. The results
highlight that while students are expected to have elementary skills in program construction,
some of them lack knowledge of execution of programs of the same difﬁculty. The effect of
students' annotations and solving strategies on tracing performance was analyzed further.
Tracing exercises can also be used to test understanding of data structures and algorithms.
Visual algorithm simulation is a method in which a student manipulates data structure
visualizations with a mouse, trying to simulate the steps of a given algorithm. A successful
simulation is evidence of understanding the core concepts of that algorithm. Automatic
assessment and delivery of visual algorithm simulation problems is implemented in the tool
TRAKLA2. In this thesis we present a technique that improves TRAKLA2's assessment, trying
to interpret errors in student simulations using information on known misconceptions and by
simulating careless errors.
Another topic studied in this thesis is whether mutation testing can be applied to evaluating
the adequacy of software tests made by students. In mutation testing the effectiveness of a test
suite in discovering errors is evaluated by seeding errors into the program under test. A well
constructed test suite should ﬁnd most such errors quite easily. Code coverage analysis, the
method used in available assessment platforms, can yield results that give the students false
understanding of the quality of their testing.
Feedback from programming exercises assessed by unit tests has traditionally been in the
form of text. Explaining more complicated object hierarchies textually can be complicated to
understand. The last topic covered is using visualization to convey information either in a
domain speciﬁc visual format or in a form of a generic visualization. An empirical study of
student performance comparing the two types of input against detailed textual feedback is
presented as a part of the thesis.
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Tiivistelmä
Väitöskirjassa käsitellään ohjelmoinnin opetuksessa käytettäviä arviointimenetelmiä
yliopisto-opetuksessa. Motivaationa työlle on kehittää nykyisiä menetelmiä tuottamaan
yksityiskohtaisempaa tai olennaisesti uudentyyppistä informaatiota, jonka pohjalta
opiskelijoille voitaisiin antaa korkealaatuisempaa palautetta.
Yksi keskeisistä teemoista työssä on ohjelmakoodin lukemisen ja mentaalisesti simuloidun
koodisuorituksen (jäljitys, tracing) soveltaminen ohjelmoitaessa. Jäljitys on keskeinen taito
sekä ohjelmakoodin tuottamisen, ymmärtämisen, että virheiden korjaamisen kannalta.
Jäljitystehtäviä voidaan käyttää ohjelmakoodin ja sen suorituksen ymmärtämisen
arvioinnissa. Väitöskirjassa esitetään tuloksia kansainvälisestä tutkimuksesta, jossa
opiskelijoilla, joiden oletetaan pystyvän rakentamaan toimivia ohjelmia, todettiin olevan
vaikeuksia simuloida monimutkaisuudeltaan samankaltaisen koodin suoritusta. Lisäksi
tutkittiin opiskelijan käyttämien apumerkintöjen ja ratkaisustrategioiden vaikutusta
jäljitykseen.
Jäljitystehtäviä voidaan käyttää myös tietorakenne- ja algoritmitietouden mittaukseen.
Visuaalinen algoritmisimulaatio on menetelmä, jossa opiskelija manipuloi hiirellä
tietorakennevisualisaatioita yrittäen simuloida jonkin algoritmin toimintaa. Onnistunut
simulaatio osoittaa ymmärrystä algoritmin toimintaperiaatteista. Algoritmisimulaatiotehtävien jakelu ja automaattinen tarkastus on toteutettu TRAKLA2 työkalussa. Väitöskirjassa
esitellään parannus TRAKLA2:n arvostelualgoritmeihin, joka pyrkii tulkitsemaan
opiskelijoiden virheitä tunnettujen väärinkäsitysten ja huolimattomuusvirheiden kautta.
Väitöskirjassa tutkitaan lisäksi voitaisiinko mutaatiotestausta käyttää opiskelijoiden
tuottamien yksikkötestien arviointiin. Mutaatiotestauksessa testien riittävyyttä arvioidaan
kylvämällä satunnaisvirheitä ohjelmaan ja kokeilemalla löytääkö testijoukko nämä virheet.
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1. Introduction

I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.
Confucius

It is a generally accepted fact that newly learned skills and knowledge
should be exercised to be fully understood and memorized. Choosing
exercises wisely can have a great influence on how well this process is
going to happen. In many cases the exercises themselves present us with
feedback that confirms or contradicts our understanding of the topic we are
currently learning about. Understanding the nature of each specific
exercise type and effective ways to solve it is valuable information
for any teacher using the exercise.
In an ideal setting a student would be working with a tutor who could
present the student with such tasks that effectively test the skills [Bloom,
1984]. The tutor would observe the student performing these tasks, point
out possible problems and propose how to proceed with the studies. The
key to the success is in the personal immediate feedback received by the
tutee. Unfortunately such resources are seldom available. In this thesis we
explore how automated assessment can be used to provide some of these
benefits and also discuss some additional gains automated assessment
provides.
Whether the feedback is constructed automatically or by a human, its
quality is linked to how much information can be extracted from the
student’s actions and her submission to the exercise. Different exercise
variations can yield different information usable for the educator. The same
exercise assessed using a different method or the same results expressed
with a different technique or from a different viewpoint will also guide the
student in a different way.

1

Introduction

1.1

Overview

The aim of programming education is to provide students with a set of skills
needed to become competent programmers. After the first few courses a
successful student should be able to read and understand program code
written by herself or others, design and write completely new code, debug
existing code and maintain code, and modify it to fix problems or to add
new features. The student should preferably also understand the basics of
testing to be able to increase the quality of her code.

The main instruments in learning any of these skills are properly
assessed exercise and feedback.

The motivation for this thesis is in building understanding of how assessment can be used to provide better feedback, which assessment techniques
provide most accurate results and which features of the exercises themselves affect student performance.
Much of the research published on assessing programming skills is on
assessment of student written programs and new work is constantly published (see a survey of recent work in Publication VI). We have decided to
concentrate on assessing and providing feedback for three other aspects
of programming. We explore how code reading and tracing skills (see
Publications II and III) can be tested and discuss how some results from
this research could be employed in programming education. We also explore two aspects of testing, testing of student code by both the instructor
and the student (see Publication VII) and how visual feedback could be
used to benefit the student (see Publication VIII). The third field is visual
algorithm simulation in teaching data structures and algorithms (see
Publication I) where we explore the possibility of automated misconception
detection and feedback generation (see Publications IV and V).

1.2

Focus

There are two overarching themes that are common to all the publications
that are part of this thesis. Firstly, we are specifically interested in methods that do not require human interpretation as part of the assessment
process. Secondly, we focus on exercises or assessment methods that allow evaluating programming subskills both together and separate of each

2

Introduction

other.

1.2.1

Assessment without Human Interpretation

The number of assessed exercises on a university course is limited by two
factors: the time allocated for each student to solve exercises and the
teaching resources available for guidance and assessment. Assessment
methods that require no human interpretation free up teaching resources.
They also allow nearly instantaneous feedback, which can affect the way
exercises are being solved and what is learned as a part of the solving
process.
The focus on assessment methods that require no human intervention
limits what can be achieved with the assessment. Most importantly we
lose the human insight in the assessment process. Having no one to interpret exercise solutions places requirements on the exercises to make
them assessible. The solutions, for example, might have to be in a specific
format or the number of possible answers might be limited. Multiple choice
questions (MCQs) are an excellent example. They are fast and simple to
assess and are therefore well suited for exams and automated assessment.
Designing MCQs of high quality can, however, be difficult. Firstly, designing distractors requires knowledge of student (mis)understandings on the
topic tested. Secondly, ways to solve a specific type of an exercise can affect
the result. Thirdly, in order to improve the questions, we need to be able to
interpret the results. Due to the low amount of information in each answer
knowing why a question works can be complicated. MCQs are further
discussed in Chapter 4.
In most cases in programming there isn’t a single correct solution, but
an innumerable number of correct and nearly correct solutions which
can be very different in structure and the way they function. Automated
assessment allows different ways of interpreting a student solution for
correctness. In Chapter 3 we will discuss techniques for assessing functionality of program code as well as the completeness of students’ software
testing. In Chapter 5 we discuss automated assessment techniques for
simulation exercises and the possibility of assessing and interpreting incomplete or incorrect solutions.
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1.2.2

Assessing Different Aspects of Programming

Programming is a complex creative skill which requires a lot of specialized knowledge [Pennington and Grabowski, 1990]. To be able to write
programs a programmer needs to understand not only the grammar of a
programming language and the notional machine used when executing it,
but also common idioms and algorithms – useful and customary ways of
applying the language. An effective programmer also needs an understanding of why and when to apply different data structures. Finally there are
skills such as documentation, testing and debugging and effective use of
available programming tools and libraries. Its not surprising that dealing
with all of these subskills and pieces of knowledge at once is difficult for a
novice programmer [du Boulay, 1989].
A “traditional” exercise on a programming course where program code is
written from scratch to fulfill exercise requirements, requires the student
to perform many of the skills listed on some level of difficulty. The exercise
begins with understanding a written problem description, continuing with
design and coding and finally ending with testing and debugging.
Most of the assessment performed on elementary programming courses
evaluates the quality of the code produced by the learner. The typical
method is to run unit tests or perform some other type of functional testing
and use the results to scale a grade for that exercise. Publication VI
contains a survey of recent work on automated assessment of program
code. While almost all of these systems are used with a browser, the results
from the tests are still mostly in textual form. Publication VIII describes
how the platforms could present the learner with more visual feedback
and initial results on its effectiveness.
While a coding exercise where all the programming skills are used in
unison and only the end result shipped to the customer (teacher), testing
or exercising the skills and knowledge separately has clear benefits. If
a learner has problems in any part of the exercise, it affects the whole
solving process and can slow down learning.
One overarching theme in the thesis is how to assess programming as a
whole or concentrating on specific subskills. None of the exercises discussed
in Publications I—V require program code to be written, but use two forms
of tracing to test knowledge on program execution (Publications II and III)
or knowledge on data structures and algorithms (Publications I, IV and V).
Finally, Publication VII concentrates on the testing skill, studying an
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alternative way of evaluating the adequacy of student-written tests.

1.3

Research Problems

An overall research problem in this thesis is how to improve existing
assessment techniques and tools so that we can more accurately assess
students’ programming skills and give them better feedback.
The work in the publications is introduced in three chapters, Chapter 3 discussing testing student programs and evaluating students’ testing
adequacy, Chapter 4 discussing the reading and tracing exercises and
Chapter 5 discussing improvements on algorithm simulation exercises.
The rest of this section introduces research problems relevant to each of
these chapters.

1.3.1

Testing and Assessment

On a basic programming course, a student’s program is tested by instructor’s tests to see if it fulfills the exercise criteria. Accurate testing with
detailed but still understandable results are a key to an effective learning
experience. If either the assessment does not measure what is required or
the results are hard to understand, we lose many of the benefits of that
exercise.

Research Questions
The first two research questions address assessing the effectiveness of unit
testing by the student. We explore some problems with testing coverage
used as a part of an assessment instrument and consider possible alternatives. The third question is about testing made by the instructor and how
to better describe test results.
Q1) Is code coverage a reliable enough measure of testing adequacy, when
assessing student tests?

While code coverage can point out program code

that is completely ignored by the test suite, it does not require that the
tests written really test the program against its specification. The question
is whether code coverage alone should be used to assess student work, or
whether it should be augmented with other techniques.
Q2) Can mutation testing be used to assess testing adequacy?

One alter-

native to using coverage metrics is mutation testing. Mutation testing
seeds the code to be tested with small errors to see if the test suite is able
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to find any of these errors. A large number of unnoticed errors is a sign
of the test results not being dependent of the tested code. The question is
whether mutation testing can be applied to assessment and do the results
differ from results of traditional code coverage.
Q3) Could visual feedback be used to better convey test results in assessment?

Unit testing used in automated assessment of student programs

differs to a great extent from unit testing in a normal programming project.
To provide the student with effective feedback the tests have to be designed
to point out (and diagnose) possible errors. A lot more care must therefore
be assigned to writing descriptive assertion messages and to naming the
tests.
When writing assertions on complex data structures describing differences between them verbally is not simple. Reading and comprehending
the feedback can also be cumbersome. A more natural way to present
the information is through a visualization. This question addresses two
problems. Firstly, is it feasible to construct the feedback on an existing assessment platform with minimal changes? Secondly, does the visualization
help in better conveying information on the failed assertion?

1.3.2

Reading and Tracing Code

Reading program code is an essential part of nearly all activity that concerns code. While it is self-evident that reading takes place when comprehending code written by others, reading also happens during debugging of
code independent of who wrote it. Programmers also constantly read code
while producing new code. They read code to explore existing code that is
executed by the new code lines. They might also consult code examples
that help in writing those new lines of code.
One important part of reading code is in evaluation of code that is currently being written. Programmers constantly read the code they are
currently writing and check that it performs as planned and fulfills quality
criteria. Soloway [1986] and Pennington and Grabowski [1990] point out
how expert programmers are known to run mental simulations on code to
check that it behaves as expected.
Any of these reasons alone justify teaching and researching effective techniques for reading code [Deimel Jr, 1985] and for program comprehension
in general. There exists a vast literature on program comprehension going
deep into human cognitive processes. Some of the most influential theories
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are described and contrasted in [Schulte et al., 2011].
In this thesis we study some programming exercise types that test program comprehension. We are specifically interested in the use of tracing in
building understanding of how a piece of program or an algorithm works.
Reading and tracing exercises are used to test programming knowledge
and programming skills where a code writing exercise would carry too
much overhead. A good example is a pen and paper exam where the time
is limited and we want to give either a larger set of exercises or work with
a bigger piece of code.
As noted earlier in this chapter, reading (and tracing) are performed
as a part of almost all programming tasks including tasks concerned
with modifying and writing new code. Well designed reading and tracing
exercises can test debugging skills and, for example, in the form of Parsons’
problems [Parsons and Haden, 2006] also emulate code writing tasks
without writing a single line of code.

Research Questions
Because of the importance of such tasks two research questions arise. The
first one considers two types of multiple choice questions where students
either have to trace code to determine its output, or they have to select
among a set of code snippets to complete a piece of code. The question is
about the features of the exercise and how they affect student performance.
The second question is about techniques employed by successful students
in an exam setting to answer such questions. Such methods are likely to be
valuable also outside an exam setting because of the importance of reading
and tracing as subtasks to most programming activities
Q4) What features of the program code or the exercise affect student performance (in program-tracing multiple-choice-questions)?

Experts are known

to use certain features of program code to function more efficiently when
writing code. They can recognize a larger number of code patterns and
assign meaning to them which helps in understanding foreign code. The
fourth question considers how such features affect student performance
in an examination. Another question explored is the effect of the question
type itself, which affects the way students approach the exercise.
Q5) Is there evidence of effective solving strategies for tracing exercises?
When external memory (in the form of paper) or speak aloud protocols
are used, we can get a glimpse of the strategies applied by students when
solving reading and tracing exercises. If there exist techniques and solving
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strategies that result in better performance, they are useful beyond the
exam setting and might be worth pointing out to students. Correspondingly,
showing students that weak strategies lead to weaker performance can be
even more convincing.

1.3.3

Data Structures and Algorithms (Simulation)

Most exercises about data structures and algorithms used on elementary
computer science courses fall into three categories, each testing different
aspects of data structures:
Programming exercises, where the student has to implement a given
algorithm or data structure.
Analysis exercises, where some aspect of the algorithm or its efficiency
are proven.
Tracing/simulation exercises, where the student has to manually execute
an algorithm on some data and present the contents of the data
structure in the end of the execution.
The analysis and tracing exercises are typically made with pen and
paper. Especially in the case of tracing, solving and assessing the exercises
requires a lot of labour. Small mistakes are difficult to spot and solving the
exercise can require a lot of drawing and writing.
The TRAKLA2 system was designed to reduce this load with two innovations: Firstly, drawing the data structure after each modification was
made redundant by allowing easy drag-an-drop interface for changing the
structure of the data in a system that handled all the necessary drawing.
Secondly, TRAKLA2 offered automated assessment of the correctness of
those states, which made it possible to offer a large number of relatively
light exercises that are all assessed properly.
In one sense this is the very same setting we discussed with program
tracing questions replacing writing questions. In an algorithm simulation
exercise a student is able to demonstrate knowledge of the algorithm
without taking the time to implement it.

Research Questions
One problem with automatically assessed exercises is always about extracting data beyond measuring just the correctness of the answer. A human
examiner can draw a hypothesis of students’ problems based on their answers and give feedback that benefits each student more than receiving
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just a grade. This raises two research questions that consider algorithm
simulation sequences created by solving the simulation exercises.
Q6) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we automatically point out
and tell apart random careless errors from systematic errors resulting from
misconceptions?

Careless errors can happen even when a student has

all the correct knowledge for solving an exercise. Giving feedback where
careless errors are misrecognized as resulting from misconceptions and
vice versa could seriously distract a student trying to learn an algorithm.
If we want to go beyond numerical grades in simulation exercise feedback,
it is important to be able to tell apart the two error types.
Q7) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we automatically interpret
and assess simulation sequence states following an error?

Automated as-

sessment is often quite sensitive to errors in the answers as the assessment
algorithm cannot adapt to a change in the exercise created by an earlier
error. The seventh and last research question considers the possibility of
interpreting the mistakes made and providing feedback from the rest of
the solution sequence.

1.4

Structure of this Thesis

This introductory chapter gives an overview of the thesis and presents the
research questions answered in the following chapters. The rest of the
thesis is structured in the following manner:
Chapter 2 gives a background of automated assessment in general. The
importance of feedback for a learner is also discussed.
Chapter 3 presents research on automated testing of program code and
research on assessing testing adequacy.
Chapter 4 discusses assessment and features of program tracing exercises.
Chapter 5 continues the tracing theme with algorithm simulation exercises.
Chapter 6 finally concludes this part of the thesis with discussion and
future directions implied by the results in the previous chapters. We
also revisit the research questions.
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2. Automated Assessment and
Feedback

It is hard to overemphasize the importance of proper assessment and
feedback for effective teaching and learning. Assessment provides a lot of
useful information both to the learner and the teacher. In this chapter we
discuss the importance of proper assessment and feedback for the learning
experience and on improving teaching. In the end of the chapter we show
that some of the qualities desired from quality assessment can be obtained
using automated assessment. Known drawbacks of automated assessment
are also discussed.

2.1

Assessment and the Quality of Learning

For the teacher, assessment is a feedback channel about the quality of
learning that has taken place. It gives valuable input on the difficulties
faced by the students and pinpoints possible problems in the course organization. The results of assessment are immediately usable in improving
the education – planning the next lecture, assignment or the next course.
Correspondingly, well argued assessment and quality feedback tells a student how well they are doing with their studies and points out places for
improvement.
Assessment also has a profound impact on how students see the importance of the course material. Students with a strategic approach [Entwistle
et al., 1979] to studying employ a surface learning approach that still leads
to high grades. For any students with this approach it is what is being
assessed that actually defines the core material on a course. While this
behavior is not desirable, its existence suggests that assessment should
cover as much of the key elements of the material as possible.
Constructive alignment, suggested by Biggs [1999] emphasizes planning
ahead and aligning the assessment with the intended learning outcomes.
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Rewards given for attaining learning goals support all studying strategies,
deep, surface or strategic, making the students aim their effort in an
effective way. It is also important to be transparent about the intended
learning outcomes and assessment procedures used to test them.
This view is shared by Gibbs and Simpson [2004] who stress that assessment has a huge impact on what, how and how much students study.
They list a set of conditions under which assessment and feedback support
learning. They point out the importance of sufficient detail of feedback and
that the feedback should be given fast enough for the students to receive it
when it is still relevant.

2.1.1

Feedback

Every act of assessment should provide the learner with useful feedback –
the more often the better. Ramsden [1992, p. 193] discusses the importance
of detailed and timely feedback on student performance. Citing Entwistle
et al. [1989], Ramsden gives an example of how the lack of feedback leads
to students failing the course. Receiving most feedback as late as in the
end of the course surprised the students at risk and left them with no time
to adjust their approach. Giving feedback throughout the course allows
the students to monitor their progress and act accordingly.
Assessment tasks are often classified into formative and summative
assessment. Formative assessment is typically used to provide the student
with (formative) feedback about the extent and limitations of her current
knowledge on the item being assessed. Shute [2008] defines formative
feedback as “information communicated to the learner that is intended
to modify his or her thinking or behavior for the purpose of improved
learning.” Because of the corrective nature of formative feedback, it should
be given throughout the course.
Summative assessment on the other hand is usually performed at the
end of a learning unit typically to assign the student a final grade. Even
if formative assessment is used to give feedback on some selected set of
exercises, summative assessment should be used to grade smaller exercises distributed throughout the course to support the idea of constructive
alignment.
The distinction between the two terms is not always clear. Black and
Wiliam [2009] note that there are a variety of definitions for formative
assessment and that summative tests can even be used for formative
purposes. They state that when appropriately used, summative tests can
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provide feedback that moves the student’s learning forward and can also
communicate to learners the criteria for success in a discipline.
The aim in this thesis is to improve on existing assessment and feedback techniques and move towards a more formative type of assessment.
Extracting more information from existing exercises allows for richer feedback and developing new methods of communicating the feedback aim for
the same goal.
Throughout this thesis the term assessment is used to refer to the
process or the act of assessing instead of its result — feedback. The term
feedback again is mostly used to refer to feedback of the formative kind.
Where summative assessment is discussed or we want to emphasize the
type of feedback, the whole term, i.e., summative assessment, or formative
assessment, is used.

2.1.2

Feedback Detail

Rowntree [1987] refers to feedback as the life-blood of learning. Feedback
is the only way a student can confirm the correctness of their knowledge or
their actions. Therefore a student whose intention is to learn effectively
should be most interested in getting the highest quality feedback available.
Interestingly what constitutes as most effective feedback is not always
the most specific or the most immediate feedback available. The feedback
should give the student time to think on the erroneous answer and allow
him to reach a solution on his own. Often this can be a simple hint which
leads the student to the root of the problem.
A part of the feedback can also be given in the form of a new question or
an assignment that remediates possible problems found by the assessment.
One of the key elements of the mastery learning [Bloom, 1984] method
is the corrective feedback given to students. As a part of the corrective
procedures the student is often given exercises in which to apply this
feedback. If these exercises are very near to the ones originally used or if
the student is given a possibility to fix and complete a previous assignment
care must be taken to achieve the best learning outcomes especially if the
feedback contains a model answer.

2.1.3

Assessment During and Prior to Learning

Assessment can also be used to increase student engagement with the
study material e.g. [Myller, 2007] and promote a deep learning approach.
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By answering small assessed questions while studying examples students
can also monitor their own understanding of the material. Such assessment can be used even in textbooks with quizzes and small exercises with
a set of answers given elsewhere in the book. One essential difference
to ideas discussed before is one of scale. Small quiz-type questions allow
faster and more specific feedback on the item currently being learned.
The term diagnostic assessment is often used to describe tests that precede the education to be given. These range from placement tests to tests
a teacher could use to adapt the teaching to the needs of the students.
Diagnostic assessment is also used to recognize and remediate problems
on specific items being learned based. In section 5.6 we describe an automated approach which uses information already provided by the exercises
to discover possible misconceptions.

2.2

Automated Assessment

In the first part of this chapter we have discussed the importance of
assessment and feedback for learning. The goals and benefits of assessed
exercise are self-evident – they lead to memorization and learning of
cognitive skills. Exercises also serve diagnostic purpose, pointing out
limitations in knowledge both to the student and the teacher. When
interleaved with the learning material they lead to better engagement and
memorization. The more personalized and the more detailed the feedback,
the higher is its value for the learner. Well designed and properly assessed
exercise also guides student efforts regardless of their studying habits.
Offering a high number of quality exercises that are individually assessed
requires investing in a lot of time and effort. With a growing number of
students taking a course, it soon becomes impossible to offer such quality
feedback without unacceptable delays. Either extra teaching resources are
needed or some aspect of the exercises has to be sacrificed.
Externalizing even a part of the assessment work to automated assessment releases teaching resources that can be used to offer a better learning experience. The pioneering work in automated assessment was the
Teaching Machine by Pressey [1927], an automat which automatically
administered and assessed multiple choice tests. Pressey’s aim was to
release teaching resources from repetitive grading work. He also saw the
importance of providing immediate feedback for effective learning.
The simplest tools in use nowaday are not much more complex than the
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teaching machine, but the benefits remain the same. A system designed to
ask simple questions can do so tirelessly around the clock and consistently
grade the tests without any manpower required.

2.2.1

Benefits of Automated Assessment

Automated assessment has more benefits besides just freeing teaching
resources. It fundamentally changes the level of interaction offered, leading
to a different learning experience. A big part of this is about the resources,
as automated assessment allows offering assessed exercises in a large
scale.

Scalability
On introductory level courses the number of participants taking the course
are often measured in hundreds. As was described before, this causes
problems in providing manual assessment of each individual submission
within a reasonable period of time.
An automatically assessed exercise often has a lot higher initial cost.
There is substantial effort in designing the exercise so that it can be
assessed using the tools available. Depending on the exercise the implementation work can vary a lot.
After implementation though, automated assessment has a lot smaller
cost of assessing any submission, allowing the course to scale without
sacrificing any quality.

Feedback Immediacy
One key reason to use automated assessment is the speed of the assessment
process. In this aspect automated assessment easily surpasses manual
assessment as automated assessment can often be done in seconds. This
allows the student to receive the feedback while still being engaged with
that same task. With manually assessed exercises the delay might be
several days, during which time the course has often progressed to a new
topic, reducing the relevance of the feedback. This is also pointed out by
Gibbs and Simpson [2004] who list a number of studies supporting the
importance of timely feedback.
Offering immediate or almost immediate feedback has therefore enormous opportunities but there are also downsides. These result from unwanted study habits enabled by the immediate feedback especially when
combined with resubmission and are further discussed in the next section.
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This been said, there also exist methods to counter this behavior. The feedback can for example be intentionally delayed or the number of allowed
resubmissions limited to something reasonable.

Resubmission
An aspect closely related to immediate feedback and low cost of assessing is the possibility of repeated assessment. Receiving feedback and
applying the feedback to fix or enhance a submission allows learning from
possible mistakes. In this sense resubmission supports constructivist
pedagogy [Malmi et al., 2005].
By allowing resubmissions the effect of careless errors is reduced and
the act of submitting the homework becomes less daunting. Resubmission
also fits tasks such as programming where the process naturally contains
a cycle where development and testing are used. In Section 5.5.1 some
results on resubmission in the TRAKLA2 system are discussed.

Consistency and Fairness
Grading should be consistent so that a submission is graded the same way
at any time and by anyone following the agreed grading rules. Human
examiners can overlook things and are known to alter in their marking over
time. Marking accuracy can also suffer under time constraints towards the
end of the marking session [Meadows and Billington, 2005]. Automated
assessment is very consistent in the grades given, as there are no factors
that change over time that affect the assessment process.
In large scale assessment, exercises are graded by multiple people which
can result in problems with interrater reliability. As the graders can
interpret aspects of grading differently or place different importance upon
them, they can end up with different results. Automated assessment is not
affected by this problem.

2.2.2

Downsides of Automated Assessment

The key downsides to automated assessment are related to the quality of
feedback and how feedback can be adapted to best suit the learner. It is
easy to use automated assessment to perform purely summative assessment, losing the instructional benefits of formative feedback. Automated
assessment also limits what can and cannot be done in an exercise. Some
downsides are linked to benefits – achieving high scalability leads to high
initial cost.
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Quality Feedback Requires a lot of Groundwork
Producing high quality feedback using automated assessment is complicated and requires quite a lot of planning ahead. For example, it is fairly
easy to judge the functional correctness of program code written by a
student by executing a suite of tests, but choosing appropriate items to
test and designing the tests to be robust and yield essential information
requires some pedagogical knowledge. This makes test-based assessment
quite different from testing code written by professionals.
For automated assessment to provide formative feedback that facilitates
learning, possible problems with the exercise and the material being learned
must be anticipated to prepare for their detection and feedback. Even when
the problems are known, detecting possible misconceptions and telling
them apart is difficult. Finally, it is not at all easy to construct feedback
automatically that is more than a list of mistakes found. Automatically
generating corrective feedback can require that feedback for every different
way a mistake can be made is prepared for.

Limitations on Solution Structure and Formatting
Automated assessment cannot handle all types of exercises and submissions. For automated assessment to be feasible, its input data must be in a
form that can be understood by the assessment procedure. For a programming exercise, where a piece of code is returned, the solution might be
required to include specific elements of code, a programmatical interface
that is used when running tests, etc.
This has two implications. Firstly, a lot more detailed instructions on
some details of the exercises are needed. The exercises also cannot be
as open as with manual assessment. Again, this requires more work
beforehand that the exercise description is unambiguous for every student
to understand. One solution in programming exercises is to provide the
interfacing code as part of the exercise.

Rigid Assessment
Automated assessment can be affected a lot more by small errors than
manual grading. Even small errors in the submission formatting etc. might
lead to drastic changes in the resulting score or to misleading feedback
(when using some assessment techniques). This is because the assessment
process relies on the formatting being correct and consequently can partly
misinterpret a submission. We have observed this to be one of the main
sources of frustation for the learners. Rust et al. [2003] point out that
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informing students on the assessment process is likely to lead to a better
learning experience.

High Initial Cost
The amount and distribution of work hours that go into automatically
assessing exercises is vastly different from that of manual assessment. In
automated assessment the work on assessment is mainly done before the
exercises are published. Creating a well working automatically assessed
exercise can take multiple times that required by a traditional assignment.
However, during the course the assessment costs are very low.
Adopting automated assessment also requires installing software and
learning new workflows, which can take a big amount of time. Getting
the server resources can also be complicated for some educators. Finally,
assessment systems also have to be maintained.

Intentional Misuse
While eliminating the educator from the assessment process has clear
advantages, there also exists a downside. Students can act differently to a
fully computerized system, misusing the capabilities.
Baker et al. [2004] have noticed students to misuse intelligent tutoring
systems to get to correct answers faster and with less involvement with the
material. The strategies used were systematic trial-and-error and abusing
the help functionality in the tutoring system. Baker et al. addressed
this problem by developing methods to detect such “gaming behaviour”
automatically.
TRAKLA2 exercises [Publication I] are quite resistant to trial-and-error,
as most of them use randomized data to present the student with a different
problem instance each time the system has assessed the previous one. A
similar technique is used in the Goblin system [Hiisilä, 2003] to randomize
input data in tests.
When static input data was used on programming courses in the Helsinki
University of Technology in the late 90’s students commonly took advantage of this weakness and produced programs that either worked perfectly
on the given input data or even programs that merely printed out the
desired output thus circumventing the whole exercise.
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2.2.3

Alternatives to Automated Assessment

There exist a number of other ways for tackling the problem of course
size. By distributing work among teachers or saving teaching resources by
selectively assessing only some solutions, even a large course can contain
a sufficient amount of assessed exercises.
Random Sampling

On freshman mathematics and physics courses a com-

mon approach is to require the students to attend weekly exercise sessions,
report the exercise done and then randomly choose people to present the
solved homework to the rest of the class. Feedback is given to the solution
presented. Students with alternative or incomplete solutions have to adapt
this feedback to their own case. This allows presenting a solution and
analysing it but sacrificing individual feedback. The type of the problems
being solved allow a certain level of self-assessment as students can often
see whether the answer is correct or not when they have solved the exercise.
The nature of the classroom sessions also force the students to perform
this self-assessment in order to decide whether to risk presenting a faulty
solution.
More Helping Hands

There do exist ways of assessment that allow the

teacher to externalize grading work while still assessing all the submissions. Grading can for example, be performed by teaching assistants or
by students. One problem in dividing assessment work among teaching
assistants is interrater reliability. Computer aided assessment can be used
to overcome this problem while providing good quality textual feedback. In
the Rubyric [Auvinen, 2011] system support for using a grading rubric is
provided with a powerful feature that allows building highly personalized
feedback using predefined phrases to quickly build assessment feedback
that is then finalized by the educator. Ahoniemi and Karavirta [2009]
report that using the ALOHA tool lead to better grading consistency and
better quality feedback in general.
Sections

In some universities the scaling of course resources is made by

dividing a course down to sections – identical course offerings which often
even have their own lectures. On exercise level, the amount of grading
hours is the same as the previous option as all exercises still get manually
assessed.
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3. Evaluating Programming and Testing
Skills

In this chapter we will discuss various automated techniques used to test,
assess and give feedback on program code written by students. The chapter
begins with an brief introduction to the origins of automated assessment
of programming exercises. This is followed by a look into techniques and
systems currently used to evaluate the quality of programming exercises.
Publication VI contains a survey of relevant publications published after
previous surveys by Ala-Mutka [2005] and Douce et al. [2005].
The chapter also introduces two techniques that improve on what was
found in Publication VI. Using mutation testing to support assessment
of student-devised tests is described in Publication VII. This is an improvement over the coverage based criteria currently used in automated
assessment.
In Publication VIII a method for extending existing assessment platforms
to provide visual feedback is described. This method is more mature and
has been tested on a real course with promising results.

3.1

History

Automated assessment of program code written by students has been
around for half a century now. Hollingsworth [1960] was the first to report
using an automatic grader to assess student programs. Just like today, the
main benefit was that using automatic grading allowed teaching programing to large classes with the computer doing the bulk of the assessment
work, saving both time and manpower. Although the solutions had to be
punched in and executed in batches, it seems that by reducing workload
the grader also permitted iterative development of the programs, another
key feature in automated assessment.
Already in this early paper Hollingsworth acknowledges possible secu-
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rity issues from running student code. With the growing complexity of
programming libraries and language features, the problem has but grown.
Compilation of student programs became almost immediately standard
part of automated assessment. A number of other assessment systems
were published in the 60’s by Naur [1964], Forsythe and Wirth [1965]
and Hext and Winings [1969] which checked exercises written in A LGOL.
Systems for other programming languages like PL/1 also emerged. The
assessment technique used could be described as unit testing as the student code was executed through a programmatic interface with a set of
inputs and the results compared with what was expected. Forsythe and
Wirth also described a second approach which compares the results from
running the student submission against a model program written by the
instructor using random input data. Both approaches are still used in
modern assessment platforms.
Douce et al. [2005] classify the systems into three generations, these
early assessment systems forming the first generation. Already with the
second generation the systems became both easier to construct and use as
programming tools and libraries evolved. Concurrently personal computers
were introduced in the late 70’s which changed the nature of programming.
While the second generation systems did not have a web interface, many
of them had a distributed structure with command-line or GUI clients that
allowed submission over a network. Systems such as Ceilidh [Benford
et al., 1993], early versions of BOSS [Joy et al., 2005] and A SSYST [Jackson
and Usher, 1997] introduced improvements in usability, grading methods
and administration.
The third generation contains the modern assessment platforms with
web-based interfaces. These systems generally have refined administrative
capabilities and because the interface runs inside the browser they are
almost universally supported on all operating systems and platforms.
While there are a number of established systems to choose from, like
BOSS2 [Joy et al., 2005], Coursemarker [Higgins et al., 2002] or WebCAT [Edwards, 2004], many new systems are developed each year. In
addition to the publicised systems there have to be numerous in-house
systems in use.
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3.2

A Pedagogical Viewpoint to Some Features in Recently
Published Systems

Publication VI contains a survey of published work on automated program
assessment since the surveys by Douce et al. [2005] and Ala-Mutka [2005].
Our survey concentrates on publications in this field during the years
2006–2010. The focus was on major features supported by assessment
systems and differences in the pedagogical and technical features offered.
The following sections discuss these features and their importance to
programming pedagogy. If possible we try to relate the findings to previous
research and history.

3.2.1

Testing Code Functionality

Test-based approaches have been used since the very first systems and are
still the main method used. The student program or parts of it are executed
against a set of test data. There are however differences in the way tests
are defined. No especially novel approaches to testing were encountered
in the survey, but since the previous surveys there seems to be a growing
trend of using industrial testing tools (unit tests), but approaches specific
to assessment platforms are also still developed.

Output Comparison
One such “traditional” approach is assessment based on output comparison. Examples of systems using this style are CourseMarker [Higgins
et al., 2002] and Goblin1 [Hiisilä, 2003]. The student’s program takes it’s
input from the command line and prints out any relevant results either
interactively or in the end. The output is compared to expected output to
see if the program fulfills the requirements.
This kind of an assessment system is often simpler to implement as
the student code is decoupled from the assessment code. Tests are also
likely to be easier to define. Even a change in programming language is
unlikely to cause big changes in the assessment code. Systems designed
for programming competitions typically use I/O based tests in a very
straightforward and non-interactive manner. This allows supporting a
number of different programming languages.
From a teaching standpoint a key benefit is that the testing procedure
is simple and straightforward for novices to understand. As all testing is
1 an in-house system not available for adoption
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done using command-line parameters and a text UI, students can execute
similar tests manually and see the results immediately. Furthermore, if
the test cases are public, students can execute them interactively in a
debugger. Students can however get a wrong idea about testing and resort
to “manual testing” even when they are instructed to write unit tests to
use in regression testing.
Testing based on I/O emphasizes the importance of a textual interface.
This can give students a very narrow understanding of what both programs
and software testing look like. Much work goes into building and debugging I/O code as simple errors in output formatting can outweigh critical
implementation mistakes. Catching a missing linefeed that is keeping
the student from getting full scores can sometimes be a harder task than
getting the program logic right.
The dependency on I/O can be alleviated by providing a program skeleton
that provides the interface that can then be used both by the student and
the testing program to access the code written by the student.

Unit Testing
Using unit testing in assessment of student programs allows a much
larger variety of programming problems. Judging by the active assessment
platform projects listed in Publication VI, unit testing using standard
xUnit-based tests is likely to become the most commonly used approach to
define and execute tests on student programs. There are many advantages
over the output comparison techniques.
The user interface plays a far smaller role in the programming exercises.
There are three direct consequences to this. Firstly, it eliminates any
formatting-related problems from the assessment procedure. Secondly the
programs do not have to have a UI, which saves time from the student
or the teacher who had to provide it. Thirdly it allows the programming
tasks to be more realistic. The code being developed does not need a main
program, but can consist of a few key methods.
Unit testing also allows a more fine-grained control over the testing
procedure and a richer set of input data types available. Constructing
a complex test instance through a UI can be many times as long as a
corresponding unit test.
Finally, unit testing is a standard way of testing programs in the industry.
Tests can be developed using any modern IDE and if desired they can also
be distributed to students. While there currently is no interchange format
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for defining automatically assessed programming exercises, the xUnit
family of testing frameworks comes close.
Executing the student code together with the testing code also has a few
drawbacks which can mislead students. Errors in the student code can
easily manifest themselves as exceptions and errors in the testing code.
This again forces abnormally detailed testing code where any data received
from student code has to be pre-checked. Preparing for unexpectable faults
makes the testing code complex and slow to implement.

Scripting-Based Tests
Many assessment platforms define their test through scripting. Scripting
allows notably more freedom over what can be done in a test, but at
the expense of a bit more complex tests. Systems that use either of the
previously mentioned approaches for test definition can also support that
style in their UI a lot further.
For example in the Goblin-system, tests are defined using an XML-based
language which can execute any programs as a part of a test and give
input data to the programs. Any part of the output of these programs
can be selected to be used as part of the assessment. Because of this
scripting functionality the system is capable to do both output-based and
unit testing. Output from standard static analysis tools such as lint can
also be used as part of the assessment.
Scripting approach requires more from the system administrator, and
might not integrate as much with the web interface as the previously
mentioned approaches. Parsing of output from tools not designed for
education require notably more effort and problems with external programs
must be handled properly.

3.2.2

Other Assessment Techniques

Many systems encountered in the survey had functionality beyond basic
functionality testing of desktop applications. Some systems perform static
analysis for code quality, others were specialized for some specific area of
programming. Of the specialties, web programming seems to be a topic
of growing interest. We found many more novel systems targeting web
programming than systems for database courses or GUI programming.
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Static Analysis
Static analysis is used in assessment to find potential errors and to analyze
quality issues of the program code. For example the Web-CAT [Edwards,
2004] system uses two widely used static analysis tools, Checkstyle [Burn
et al.] and PMD [Copeland et al., 2002], to point out problems with code
formatting, other problems regarding the students’ coding style and even
patterns of common programming errors.
Many of the results of static analysis are usable for teaching novices –
typical errors (such as comparing two strings by comparing their references
in Java) are built-in in most tools. Most static analysis tools also perform
data flow analysis which can be used to point out a great deal of problems
often missed by testing approaches. PMD for example is able to recognize
some cases of deadlock making the results usable also on more advanced
classes.
Giving constant feedback on coding style and possible antipatterns is
likely to increase productivity later in the studies as students get used to
writing code that follows some basic guidelines.

Assessing Testing Adequacy
One central idea in most modern assessment systems that support resubmission is that they allow the student to learn from his mistakes and
consequently also practice debugging skills. An adverse side-effect of allowing resubmissions is that students can misuse the assessment system itself
system as a debugger. This is often tackled with different resubmission
policies as described in Publication VI.
Another way of approaching the problem is to teach debugging and
testing skills. ASSYST Jackson and Usher [1997] and Web-CAT [Edwards,
2004] both assess the quality of student-provided test cases by measuring
test coverage. In Web-CAT it is also possible to withhold test results from
instructor tests until a satisfactory coverage has been reached.

3.3

Contributions

In this thesis we present two contributions in assessment of student programs and student written tests. While assessment techniques have been
studied and numerous new systems for assessment been developed, little
has happened in presentation of assessment results. In Publication VIII
we present a study of using automatically generated visual feedback of
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unit testing results as feedback.
The second contribution is about assessment of the adequacy of software
testing by students. In Publication VII we present results from applying
mutation testing to this task with existing student submissions.

3.3.1

Visual Feedback from Unit Testing

Visualizations of program code or data are widely used in programming
education [Helminen and Malmi, 2010], but almost unused in giving feedback from programming assessment. If visualizations are used, they are
often limited to typographical enhancement of program code or output or
some form of statistical graphics. Systems using output comparison, for
example, highlight observed differences.
In Publication VIII we explored two simple ways of visualizing test
results in a web based assessment platform and studied whether they
affected student performance in any way. The baseline implementation
was unit tests with textual feedback.
One graphical approach we used was an automatically created object
graph which visualized selected objects and their relations in the program
memory. If any test in our test suite failed, we showed the student her
object graph and an expected object graph. Differences between the two
graphs were highlighted to further emphasize the difference in program
state at that moment.
The second approach was to exploit the semantics of the data and draw
a visualization that had the information in a form designed for nonprogrammers. In one exercise we used a chessboard visualization, and in
another one a kind of a timeline visualization.
We used three randomized groups to study whether the feedback had any
effect on student performance. Two of the groups had one of the exercises
with textual feedback and another one with the object graph. One group
worked with semantically visualized feedback in both exercises. From
the data we collected we could not find statistical differences between the
groups in achieved final correctness, number of resubmissions or in their
use of time.

Future Work
The result from the study can be interpreted in many ways and should be
studied further. It is possible that the difficulty of the exercises was the
major factor affecting the results.
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Object graphs can require less work to construct than writing corresponding textual feedback. Getting equal results with the three feedback
approaches suggests that we could use object graphs to provide part of
the test feedback or augment exiting textual feedback. Studying textual
feedback augmented with graphics could be one possible next step.
While visual feedback would naturally suit feedback from GUI testing
we did not find any systems using it. There do exist professional services
and software that can automatically take screenshots when running tests
on websites. Applying this approach to GUI assessment could prove useful.

3.3.2

Assessing Testing Adequacy

Coverage metrics can be a poor measure of test quality. While they are
easy to measure, the results are often too optimistic and can mislead
students. We have also witnessed students to intentionally write tests
that cover almost the whole program code while still knowingly doing a
bad attempt at testing. This suggests that coverage-based methods should
not be used alone to assess test quality. One possible approach is to use a
semiautomatic approach where test quality can be checked later on by the
teacher.
Chen [2004] has used manually prepared faulty programs to test students’ testing code. It is easy to see that the sample programs could be
made to emphasize relevant issues in program testing.
If used on a course advocating the use of test-driven development, the
approach has some drawbacks. As the same test set is used to test both the
instructors faulty programs and the student’s own code, the student has to
use the predefined programmatic interface in the tests. This makes unit
testing of (auxiliary) methods that aren’t in the exercise-defined interface
complicated.
Publication VII contains results from examining student-written tests
using Mutation Testing. In mutation testing the program to be tested is
automatically seeded with errors by making small changes to the program
code. A number of altered versions of the program, mutants, are created
and each of these are tested using the given test set. The more mutants
discovered by the test set, the better it is.
In Chen’s approach the modified code was based on the teacher’s solution
and hence the tests had to comply with its interface. Because mutation
testing alters the code submitted by the student, it is better suited to
encourage test driven development — testing quality can be assessed
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already on an incomplete program and on tests that use auxiliary functions
not defined in the exercise description.
Results from Publication VII show that even though many student submissions received full test coverage, their mutation score was found to be a
lot lower. This can partly be explained by the change of assessment criteria.
Answers to exercises were built to match the original assessment criteria
(coverage), so lower scores are to be expected. However, in some cases the
differences were drastic. When submissions with a perfect coverage and a
low mutation score were manually inspected we found cases were the code
to be tested did not have an effect on the test results at all.

Future Work
While the results suggest that the method could be of use in assessment
of student tests, more work is required to find a way to present mutation
testing results to students. How the method could be employed on an
automated assessment server is an interesting topic for future research.
The use of mutation analysis is likely to be most effective in a supportive
role, finding suspicious work and as a part of semiautomatic assessment.
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4. Evaluating Program Comprehension
by Tracing Code

In this chapter we discuss the role of the tracing skill in programming, the
tracing ability and tracing strategies of novice programmers, and different
ways program tracing can be used in exercises.

4.1

Tracing and Programming

Tracing program code is a process of mentally executing a part of a program
to gain a better understanding of how it works. It is a key skill used in
comprehending existing program code or writing new code [Soloway, 1986,
Pea and Kurland, 1983, Littman et al., 1986] as well as in maintaining code
and in debugging [Perkins and Martin, 1986]. It is no surprise the idea
that reading code should be explicitly taught has been proposed decades
ago.[Deimel Jr, 1985]

4.1.1

Programming

Writing program code also includes constant tracing of the code being
written. Pennington and Grabowski [1990] explain that symbolic execution
of a new piece of code is used to confirm a hypothesis of the code’s intention.
Pennington and Grabowski also mention that the results of this simulation
can also affect design choices if tracing the new code does not yield expected
results.
With compiling and executing the code getting faster to perform, students can be tempted to repeatedly execute the code to test even simple
constructs. Every interruption, however, slows down the programming
process, supporting the fact that reasonable skills in tracing are necessary
to program efficiently.
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4.1.2

Debugging and Maintenance

Soloway [1986] reports that professionals have been found to carry out
mental simulations to gain an understanding of interactions between
code components. Debugging is a programming task that often starts with
recomprehension of old code. Littman et al. [1986] found that programmers
that used a symbolic execution strategy to study a program to be enhanced
performed well in making changes to the code. Nanja and Cook [1987] also
found experts more likely to use the strategy of exploring a program (to be
debugged) in the order of the control flow.

4.2

The Use of Program Tracing in Exercises

Program tracing exercises are often used to test code comprehension. These
exercises have the benefit of not requiring the students to write any code.
Creating new code can be quite time-consuming especially during an exam
which can greatly affect the end result.
Often the result of a tracing exercise is a single value or a state of a
data structure in the end of an algorithm or a piece of code. In some
cases the exercises can require the student to show intermediate steps as
well. Tracing exercises make rather good multiple choice questions (MCQs)
especially if the distractors1 are designed to match known misconceptions.

4.2.1

Traditional Pen and Paper Exams

The tracing skill can be tested in a traditional exam setting either by
directly requiring the student to trace or examine existing code to answer a question. Students also make indirect use of tracing in exercises
where they have to produce code, mostly to confirm that the code works as
expected.
The most classic version of direct code tracing exercises requests the
value of a variable in the end of execution or on a specific line. It is often
implemented as an MCQ with a set of possible options to choose from or
a more open exercise requesting the value of variable(s). Shuhidan et al.
[2010] present a rationale for using MCQs in assessment of programming
skills.
The question can also be one of generating input to a program that leads
1 Distractor: a wrong option in a MCQ
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to a required output or to execution of a specific line. In both cases tracing
is likely to be used to confirm the answer. In skeleton code MCQs the
student is presented with a program with a few lines missing along with a
set of alternative pieces of code to complete it. Once again tracing can be
used to confim the result.
An example of an assignment indirectly requiring tracing skills is Parsons’ problems [Parsons and Haden, 2006]. These are a completely different
type of programming exercises where a program has been cut to small
snippets and the student has to reconstruct it by selecting the correct lines
(from a given set of options) and correctly ordering them.
Parsons’ problems are effectively ultimate versions of the skeleton code
exercises. Instead of choosing a single line among a number of options,
the task is closer to actual programming. As no code is written by hand,
syntactical etc. difficulties do not interfere with the exercise.
While solving Parsons’ problems could be done by recognizing familiar
coding patterns, program tracing is likely to be used to confirm the result
just as when designing or debugging a program.

4.2.2

Simulation Tools

A notional machine [du Boulay et al., 1989] is a simplified model of the
computer implied by and specific to a programming language. Execution of
program code on the notional machine happens on the abstraction level of
the programming language. When teaching novices, the model can initially
be simplified and later made more complete.
Program animation and program simulation tools are typically designed
to illustrate how programs execute on the notional machine. The key
difference between the two is that in simulation tools the user has to
explicitly perform the tasks of the notional machine by tracing code. In
animation tools the tool takes care of the bulk of the tracing. The reader is
adviced that even though we make this distinction in most publications
both terms are used to refer to animation tools.
While there exist numerous program animation tools, program simulation tools are somewhat rare, despite the fact that they directly allow
exercising the tracing skill. UUhistle [Sorva and Sirkiä, 2010] is a recent
tool that allows students to manually simulate code on the notional machine behind the Java and Python programming languages. The level of
abstraction is highly adjustable, allowing anything from highly assisted
tracing where the student only needs to know the lines visited to a low
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level simulation where the user has to manually operate the call stack etc.
In most UUhistle exercises the student has to perform a part of a simulation by explicitly tracing code. In some exercises they are required to
correctly answer questions related to the execution. Such questions are
prepared in advance to reflect learning goals and typically test knowledge
on the notional machine.
In Chapter 5 we will discuss simulation exercises on a higher abstraction level. In the TRAKLA2 system [Publication I] students simulate
algorithms by manipulating data structures using simple GUI operations.

4.2.3

Program Animation Tools

The importance of understanding the notional machine behind a language
can easily be seen in the number of program animation tools produced by
educators worldwide. New tools are created for a number of reasons – for
different languages, to highlight specific aspects of execution, to offer a
better GUI, etc.
The effectiveness of the program and algorithm animation tools has
been a topic of much interest and has yielded a number of mixed results.
Results on algorithm animation tools were further studied in a Meta-study
by Hundhausen et al. [2002]. Naps et al. [2003] emphasized the importance
of engaging the the student with the material with activities beyond just
watching the animation proceed. Many program animation tools that offer
exercises employ the idea of pop-up questions [Myller, 2007, Rajala et al.,
2008, Naps, 2005] which keep the student engaged with the material. E.g.
in the Jeliot3 system, students are prompted with questions where they
have to predict how execution of code will proceed. [Myller, 2007]
The questions are often about variable values, the next line to be executed
etc. The key idea is that the questions force the student to switch from
(passively) watching the animation into actively executing some part of
the code or examining more deeply the current state of execution. It is
also often easier to answer the questions if one pays more attention to the
animation prior to the question.
From the point of view of learning how to trace code, program animation
tools support this both by offering visualizations that help understanding
how the notional machine works. Many visualization tools also exercise
tracing skills with questions about execution.
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4.3

The Leeds Working Group and Subsequent Studies

The ITiCSE 2001 Working Group [McCracken et al., 2001] studied novice
skills in writing programs and found them to be surprisingly poor still in
the end of their introductory programming courses. The main hypothesis
from the results was that the students lacked key skills in problem solving.
Because of the difficulty of the programming tasks used in the McCracken
et al. study, it wasn’t clear however if there were more elementary skills
missing that could have lead to the poor results.
The Leeds working group (Publication II) therefore conducted a similar
multi-institutional study that concentrated on tracing skills. Using tracing
exercises allowed us to concentrate on program comprehension skills with
less emphasis on the problem solving skills. The programs studied were
also intentionally simple, arrays and looping constructs being the most
complicated structures used.
The main result from the working group was that tracing skills of novices
were poor. The richness of the data collected, however, allowed a much
deeper analysis - while working in Leeds, the working group was divided
into smaller teams that studied the research data from a number of different aspects. One of the teams concentrated on student annotations from
the exam papers, one on analyzing the features of exam questions and
their effect on performance, one group again studied data collected from a
number of subjects using a think aloud protocol.
In the working group I worked in the team that studied the effect of
exercise features on performance and participated in the static analysis on
the exam results. Later on I worked with Robert McCartney, Kate Sanders
and Jan-Erik Moström expanding the work of the doodles team.

4.3.1

Features of the Tracing Exercises Affecting Performance

One key direction of study in the Leeds WG was to see which elements
of the tracing questions themselves affected student performance. Two
key factors that emerged in the results were the type of exercise being
solved and whether the code in the tracing exercise contained “unaltered”
programming idioms.

Exercise type
Two types of exercises were used in the study: fixed-code exercises where
the student was to give the value of a variable after the given code had
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executed and skeleton-code exercises where the student was to choose
among a set of program lines to complete a given program with the line
missing. Not surprisingly, the skeleton-code questions were harder.
The skeleton-code questions had input data available which allowed
the students to use tracing to solve the exercise. Unlike the “traditional”
tracing exercises, the solver either had to trace the code multiple times
to try each snippet of code or she had to perform a symbolic execution to
extract the intent of the code. In any way the skeleton code exercise is more
demanding. Judging by the markings in the exam papers the students did
not apply tracing to skeleton code questions. (Publication III)

Programming Idioms and Beacons
In some exercises the snippet of code used was non-idiomatic, e.g. a for loop
that processed an array starting from the second element. This prevented
students from guessing the result and forced stronger students to trace. As
discussed in Publication II, nonidiomatic code can mislead weaker students,
but was generally noticed by the stronger ones. From a debugging point of
view the ability to spot when a piece of code does not fit to your schema is
invaluable.
Another aspect in which the questions used to test tracing ability differ
from real-life examples is that they are often devoid of comments and don’t
have meaningful variable names. This prevents guessing what code does
based on knowledge of the problem domain, but also make the problems
artificial.

4.3.2

Doodles

Annotations referred by the working group as doodles were collected from
the exam and scratch papers of the students and then classified and
analyzed in combination with the exam scores. One of the interesting
findings in Publication II was that using annotations while solving the
problems in the test correlated positively with a higher grade.
Doodles are interesting as they could provide evidence of strategies
employed by the students to solve different kinds of exam problems and
possibly evidence of their tracing habits in general. This close connection
between doodles and strategies however makes it hard to study their
individual effect on exam performance. For example, if certain doodles
only appear as a “symptom” of a specific solving strategy, the increase in
performance might be due to the solving strategy alone.
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One interpretation for the result is that doodles are used to reduce
cognitive load while solving the exercise. From this viewpoint the poor
results would suggest that many students struggle with remembering
variable values even though they could use external memory (paper) to
reduce the number of items remembered.

Are All Doodles Created Equal?
Further exploration into what kinds of doodles seem to best support solving
tracing exercises and for what kinds of problems they could work best
appears in Publication III. The students doodled noticeably more in fixed
code questions than in skeleton code questions. As they also performed
better in the fixed code questions, further analysis was performed on the
two question types both together and separately. One relevant finding
was that judging from doodles, the students did not apply explicit tracing
techniques to solve skeleton code exercises. As discussed in 4.3.1, fixed code
exercises require the code to be traced only once. Any examples of tracing
performed on lectures etc. are also quite likely performed on similar, fixed
code, examples.
It is not surprising that the other effective strategy, elimination, is
used more than tracing in skeleton code exercises. If each option is tried
separately, crossing over answers that have been found invalid is a logical
approach.
Fitzgerald et al. [2005] studied novice solving strategies from the readaloud transcripts collected for the Leeds working group. They found tracing
(walkthroughs) to be the most frequent solving strategy and that it was
often, but not always associated with doodles. [Whalley et al., 2007]
performed a new study on doodling and its relation to performance. They
elaborated on some ideas reported in Publication II and Publication III
and confirmed the key results listed on these papers.

Why Don’t the Students Doodle?
If we assume that doodling improves performance in solving programming
problems, wouldn’t the students “doodle” more? Vainio and Sajaniemi
[2007] propose that students have problems using external representations and can be unable to raise abstraction level. Vainio and Sajaniemi
interviewed six students weekly participating on an intensive version of
an introductory programming course. They found the students to struggle
both in producing useful diagrams from program code and in interpreting
diagrams made by the instructor. They also give examples of cases where
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a student is able to produce an external representation but is afterwards
unable to use it to help in program comprehension. It is no surprise that
such a student would not doodle using this representation if she does not
see it providing any additional value.
Vainio and Sajaniemi also emphasize that educators should make it clear
to students that explicit tracing techniques are not used solely for class
demonstrations, but are techniques that are to be used in practice.

4.4

Future Research : Could We Teach Them to Doodle?

In Publication III one interesting result was that doodling varied a lot between participating institutions, suggesting that pedagogy and instruction
might be used to teach effective use of annotations.
Thomas et al. [2004], however, reported that even when specifically
told to use instance diagrams students still did not employ this strategy.
While better students got some help from using the diagrams, weaker
students didn’t. Weaker students also did not use the strategy later. It was
speculated that weaker students have such fragile grasp of what the code
does that they cannot make use of the diagrams either. On the other hand,
Sajaniemi et al. [2008] found that when students were requested to draw
diagrams to explain program state, they were affected by the visualization
tools used during the course. An interesting research direction could be to
see if higher engagement with the visualizations [Hundhausen et al., 2002,
Naps et al., 2003] could lead to a more effective use of similar diagrams in
the future.
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5. Evaluating Algorithm Understanding
by Simulating Algorithms

In Publication I the TRAKLA2 learning environment is introduced. The
system hosts web-based exercises designed to assess knowledge on how
different data structures and algorithms operate. Rather than requiring
students to implement these algorithms, the system tests their knowledge
using visual algorithm simulation exercises. Many of these exercises are basically equivalent to manually tracing algorithm code on the visualization
level. The exercises are further discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.1.

5.1

Visual Algorithm Simulation

Visualizations are often used to explain how different algorithms or data
structures work. In Visual algorithm simulation [Korhonen, 2003] the
visualizations are made interactive and the learner is asked to show how
an algorithm works by manipulating data structures using a mouse. In
one sense, visual algorithm simulation is code tracing on a higher level of
abstraction.
In a visual algorithm simulation exercise the learner performs the steps
an algorithm would have made by altering the visualizations that portray
specific data structures. These visual operations act on data structures
in computer memory effectively simulating the way the actual algorithm
would have changed those structures.
It is then possible to record the state of these data structures after each
and every action in the simulation. These states form sequences which can
be used for a number of purposes. In the MatrixPro tool [Karavirta et al.,
2004, 2003] the sequences are used to create algorithm animations which
are played back as lecture material.
This is but one example – the process can of course be used to perform a
number of tasks. In this thesis our interest lies with the visual algorithm
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simulation exercises implemented in TRAKLA2.

5.2

History of TRAKLA

The TRAKLA2 learning environment is a product of years of development
and research. The tool was constructed for the course of data structures and
algorithms in the Helsinki University of Technology and correspondingly
its success has been measured in conjunction of this course.
Since 1991 our key idea has been the automatic assessment of algorithm
simulation exercises [Malmi et al., 2002]. This idea was first implemented
in the tool TRAKLA1 [Hyvönen and Malmi, 1993]. In this tool the students
were given initial data and algorithms to simulate along with instructions
of how to present the answer in ASCII text. If it was a red-black tree
that this data was inserted into, an answer could have been a list of inorder traversals of that tree after each insertion. In an exercise about
postfix calculation it would have been the contents of the stack in different
phases of the calculation. Once the result was ready it was e-mailed to
the TRAKLA server which graded the submission. Korhonen et al. [2002]
found no significant difference in final examination scores of students
solving TRAKLA exercises online to exam scores of students solving the
same kind of exercises in more traditional classroom exercise sessions.
In 1997 the system got a new visual front-end called TRED [Korhonen
and Malmi, 2000] which allowed students to manipulate data structure
visualizations in a web browser and then took care of encoding the answer
mail. Another change performed at the same time was allowing resubmission. To avoid iteratively improving the submissions the system also began
randomizing input data.
Interestingly these changes did not have any notable effect on course
grades [Malmi et al., 2002]. However we would acknowledge the fact that
eliminating the answer encoding work must have resulted in time savings
and less useless iteration because of encoding errors. New exercises better
suited for the new interface were also introduced. In 1998 the grades did
significantly improve, but this was more likely because of changes in course
contents and organization.
The next big step came in the beginning of the new century with the
introduction of the Matrix framework [Korhonen, 2000, Korhonen et al.,
2001] and the TRAKLA2 system [Publication I]. Matrix allowed building
1 An acronym in finnish for homework exercises in data structures and algorithms.
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visual algorithm simulation exercises from reusable components. In the
preceding WWW-TRAKLA2 system the applets used to implement the
exercises were separately designed for each exercise resulting in a large
overhead in implementing visualization and assessment. The answers
also were no more encoded to text as in WWW-TRAKLA, but comparisons
between data structures could be made within the software. This unified
the mechanism used in assessing TRAKLA2 exercises. The assessment
process is described in detail in Section 5.4.1.

5.3

TRAKLA2 Exercises

Each TRAKLA2 exercise is presented on its own respective web page which
contains a task description, instructions on exercise-specific GUI operations, pseudo codes for the algorithms in question and most importantly
the visualizations of the data structures to be manipulated. An example
exercise is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. A TRAKLA2 exercise on binary heap operations. The user would manipulate
the binary heap by dragging and dropping data contained in the tree nodes
and the array or my pressing the button below the tree.

Typically the user performs the manipulation as requested in the task
description and then submits the results for grading. TRAKLA2 automatically grades these submissions and stores the grades for summative
assessment in the end of the course. While automatic assessment saves us
hours and hours of assessment time it also gives the students the possibility of getting immediate feedback on their solutions during day and night.
2 TRAKLA + TRED = WWW-TRAKLA
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Feedback immediacy was discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Currently each TRAKLA2 tracing exercise is initialized with random
initial data. This not only reduces the risk of plagiarism, but also allows
students to retry exercises even after the previous submission has been
graded. The possibility to retry reduces the risk of losing points because
of any careless error, and allows learning from one’s mistakes. As an
additional benefit this also allows training with an exercise even after
successfully solving it. The effects of this design choice are discussed in
Section 5.5.1.
Randomization also indirectly affects feedback. Because the student will
never attempt the same exercise instance again, TRAKLA2 can provide a
model answer for the specific instance the student attempted to solve. As
the student’s answer remains accessible, an interested student can now
review her answer against the model solution and figure out what went
wrong.

5.4

Assessing Tracing Exercises

The simplest and most common exercise type in TRAKLA2, tracing exercise
is one where the student is given a set of data structures in given initial
states and told to simulate an algorithm forward from that state3 . This
task is done using visual algorithm simulation. All the actions that change
data structures are recorded and the resulting sequence of data structure
states is finally assessed for a grade.

5.4.1

Assessment Algorithm

An algorithm tracing exercise implemented as a visual algorithm simulation exercise is straightforward to assess in TRAKLA2. The process is
based on stepwise comparison between a student sequence and a model
answer sequence. The model answer sequence is obtained by executing
an implementation of the algorithm in question. Each key state in this
sequence is required to be found in the student’s sequence to reach full
points.
The comparison proceeds by first selecting a state from the model solution
sequence which is then sought for from the student sequence. Obviously
3 [Korhonen and Malmi, 2004, pages 101 – 106] describes other possible exercise

configurations in a form of a taxonomy.
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Figure 5.2. Illustration of comparison between two selection sort sequences. The top
sequence is the model, the bottom the student sequence. Two model states
were found from the student sequence.

this first state can always be found. The comparison process then advances
to the next state in the model sequence and searches for a matching state
in the student sequence from the states following the last match found.
The process is repeated until we run out of states in either sequence. An
example of the process is depicted in Figure 5.2. The points from the
exercise are proportional to the number of model sequence states matched
by states in the student sequence. The system presents the student with
rather summative feedback stating the score and model answer steps
matched as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Feedback from a TRAKLA2 tracing exercise

5.4.2

Assessment Flexibility and Limitations

In the Matrix framework, transitions between states can be grouped together. This is used to control the level of detail in visualization and
assessment. It is also used to remove ambiguity from a sequence and
allowing acceptable variation in the student answer.
Typically the model sequence is grouped in such a way that only the most
relevant states are top-level. This allows freedom for the student to choose
in which order to perform some minor operations. A swap operation for
example allows two different orderings. Grouping all assignments in the
swap operation allows all orderings.
Obviously the described level of flexibility will only get us so far. Most
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notably the assessment process requires that after the grouped operations
the resulting state must be the same as in the model sequence. Therefore
the exercise descriptions themselves must be written so that the emerging
sequence is unambiguous. For example, executing Prim’s algorithm unambiguously requires a given starting point and adjacency lists of graph
nodes. Binary search trees must be given explicit information on how
duplicates are handled. The latter example even caused us to introduce
two variants of an exercise to cater for differences in teaching the topic in
two universities.
A whole other chapter are actions made by the student which remove
the student from the solution path. These might result from a number of
reasons. These might be misconceptions on the exercise, on the algorithm
or merely slips. In any case most changes change the data structure in
a way that it is fundamentally different from the one required by the
assessment process. A small difference then leads to bigger differences as
subsequent steps in the algorithm use the altered structure.
Assessing submissions which contain errors constitutes one of the main
research problems in this thesis and is further discussed in Section 5.6.

5.5

Related Studies on TRAKLA2

The improvements to TRAKLA2 described in Publications IV and V are in
assessing partially incorrect solutions to exercises and recognizing possible
causes for errors in the solutions. In the future we would like to use
this information to better instruct the learners. From this viewpoint it is
important to understand if and how the learners use the feedback they
receive. The use of feedback and its effect on future performance has been
studied in three related research directions.

5.5.1

Resubmission

As discussed earlier, TRAKLA2 exercises allow the learner to get feedback
on a submitted solution and retry the exercise with a different exercise
instance. Although allowing resubmission in 1997 did not result in significant effects on course grades, we believe that it is a key factor in effective
learning. Resubmission after formative, corrective feedback is one of the
key ideas used, for example, in mastery learning [Bloom, 1984].
Resubmission has both good and bad effects on learning, largely depen-
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dent on the way it is used by the students. Korhonen et al. [2002] point
out that while automated assessment systems might lack in the quality of
feedback provided, they make up for this with immediate assessment of
exercises around the clock. The key idea in this thesis is to improve the
quality of the feedback with minor changes to the exercises offered.
Karavirta et al. [2006] studied the resubmission strategies of students
and found that a minor portion of students engage in seemingly aimless resubmission of exercises. Some of the students repeat an erroneous strategy
over and over ignoring the grading information. Results supporting this
view are reported in Publication IV. It is also possible that some of these
students knowingly misuse the system to extract information by playing
the system. Such behavior and how it might be detected automatically
is described in Baker et al. [2004]. This was further discussed in Section
2.2.2.

5.5.2

Learner Engagement

Algorithm animations themselves have shown to be ineffective if they do
not engage the learner in any way [Hundhausen et al., 2002, Naps et al.,
2003]. In many other algorithm visualization systems the engagement is in
the form of multiple choice questions, but in TRAKLA2 the learner traces
the steps of the algorithm by manipulating data structure visualizations.
Myller et al. [2007] used TRAKLA2 to study how different engagement
levels affect learning in a collaborative setup. While the difference between
viewing animations and simulating them was not statistically significant,
the TRAKLA2 exercises were more efficient than merely viewing corresponding algorithm animations. A newer study by the same people [Laakso
et al., 2009] was able to establish this significance, but only after analyzing screen and voice recordings and regrouping students. The recordings
revealed that a large portion of students who were given a higher engagement level task (of simulation) merely viewed animations. In a sense this
highlights the importance of assessment as it can be used to move the
students from one level of engagement to another.
Karavirta and Korhonen [2006] have also experimented with introducing
context sensitive multiple choice questions midst the algorithm simulation
process. A working implementation exists in which questions can both
be triggered by events in the simulation, but can also be answered using
simulation techniques.
The prototype described in the paper was constructed for an exercise
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where a student is expected to color an existing binary search tree to make
it a proper red-black tree. The triggers for the tutoring questions are based
on four red-black tree properties. For example, if the property that requires
the root node to be black is violated, the student is posed a corresponding
question which can then be answered either by restoring that property by
coloring or by answering the question.
The coloring exercise is different from the exercises describes earlier in
this section in that the exercise is not about tracing an algorithm. Instead
the student is given full freedom over choosing any strategy for coloring
the nodes. The nature of the exercise still allows assessing the state of the
data structure after each change for each of the coloring rules and giving
feedback.
There are two elements in this research that are of interest from the
viewpoint of this thesis. Firstly, the tutoring questions themselves provide
one possible feedback channel which could be exploited by the methods
described in Publication IV and Publication V. Upon recognizing a possible
misconception, the student can be presented a tutoring question that can
confirm the hypothesis and even challenge the student’s incorrect mental
model. This kind of dialog is a technique used in the field of intelligent
tutoring systems.
Another interesting idea arises from applying the detection method
described by Karavirta and Korhonen in the context of tracing exercises.
Many algorithms, which process data structures, attempt to restore some
set of properties globally on a data structure.

4

While the algorithm is being

executed the structure has an area where these properties are already held
and another where they still are not. The algorithm now proceeds through
the data structure in some order effectively moving the boundary between
the two areas mentioned. If the boundary can be estimated, the properties
can be used to pinpoint where in the data structures a solution is incorrect.

5.5.3

Model Solution Usage

[Silvasti, 2003] studied the way students use the TRAKLA2 exercise applet. One of the studied features was the use of model answers. As a
case example Silvasti studied data on an exercise about operations on a
binary heap. Of the 213 students who attempted the exercise 203 solved
it correctly. 151 students viewed the model answer a total of 629 times.
4 In the build-heap algorithm this is the the heap property. In many sorts, there is

an area that is sorted that is expanded.
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Many students only checked the final state. Of the 376 times where other
states were viewed, only 141 watched the whole sequence.
The studied exercise required the student to first perform 15 insertion
operations into a heap and then perform three Delete-Min operations. An
interesting result was that when viewing the model answer the students
visited the states following Delete-Mins roughly twice as often as the other
states. Silvasti contributed this to the difficulty of the actions required by
the exercise.
Different exercises were also found to differ greatly in the amount of
pauses kept by students while solving the exercise. Harder exercises
required more time. Harder exercises also required substancially more
submissions to solve and students viewed model answers more often.
The results clearly suggest that students do make use of the model
answers. As Silvasti did not couple the viewing frequency data with
assessment data we cannot however conclude anything about whether
they were used to debug problems in exercises or just as learning material.
It is not uncommon for students to view model answers prior to attempting
an exercise to familiarize themselves with the exercise setup and the
algorithm.

5.6

Studies by the Author

This section describes part of the main contributions in this thesis. In Section 5.4.2 we described the current assessment procedure of TRAKLA2. In
this section we present solutions on how to extend the procedure further to
recognize and give feedback on student submissions containing systematic
errors and slips. Recall the research problems stated in Section 1.3.3.

Q6) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we point out and tell apart
random careless errors from systematic errors resulting from misconceptions?

Q7) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we interpret and assess simulation sequence states following an error?

Publications IV and V are an initial attempt to answer these research
questions. The two publications discuss the technical feasibility of automatically recognizing both smaller slips and possible misconceptions and
the existence, frequency and features of such misconceptions through a
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case example. This information could then be used to improve automated
feedback into a more formative direction.

5.6.1

Assessment and Feedback from Steps Following an Error

As explained in Section 5.4.1 the assessment of student solutions in
TRAKLA2 is based on stepwise comparison between a model solution
and a student solution until some model solution state cannot be found.
Correspondingly the feedback from TRAKLA2 tracing exercises consists in
most cases only of the number of correct steps and a model solution. This
kind of feedback requires for the student to be active in finding out what
went wrong in a submission. With the student’s own solution still available, the student can now view the model sequence and her own answer
side-by-side find the first difference and how do the sequences deviate.
The problem with interpreting the difference between the two sequences
is, that while locating the differing state is easy and straightforward,
finding out the reason behind this difference might not. For that, a student
has to find a point in the solution sequence she can recall, where she can
pick up with the algorithm and continue.5 If the algorithm is complex and
unfamiliar, this might actually require solving the exercise from beginning.
Without support it can be easier for the student to view the model solution
alone or to disregard the feedback altogether and start over with a fresh
exercise instance.
In other words, the difficulty arises from the fact that all actions, including the errors that were made, were made in a specific context created by
executing the previous steps of the algorithm – to interpret them, that
same context is needed. We feel that this could partly explain the results
about model solution usage by Silvasti [2003]. The model solution has to
be verbose enough to be accessible.
The same problems are faced by educators and assessment systems when
trying to reinterpret recorded student solutions or answers written on
an exam paper. As the recorded data structures do not include many of
the auxiliary variables used nor the position in the algorithm code, the
assessor must also start the tracing of the algorithm from the beginning to
understand the error made by the student.
It is debatable whether it would be more beneficial to notify the student
of an error while she is still solving the exercise. Schooler and Anderson
5 Think about starting to read a book from the middle.
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[1990] reported that delayed feedback lead to better test performance. They
note, however, that immediate feedback could increase the probability that
relevant information would still be in the working memory.

5.6.2

Simulating Misconceptions

The key idea in Publications IV and V is that while the original visual
algorithm simulation exercise requires the student to simulate a given
exact algorithm implementation, we can reinterpret erroneous simulation
sequences as simulations of other algorithms. The problem thus transforms
to finding an algorithm variant that best explains the erroneous simulation
sequence. This simulation of errors solves the forementioned problem of
assessing a simulation sequence following an error. This allows telling
apart simple careless errors and more profound misconceptions.
The idea of modelling a procedural skill to diagnose errors was originally
proposed by Brown and Burton [1977]. They modelled the mathematic skill
of place-value addition and subtraction by dividing the skill into subskills
that each could contain a misconception that affected that specific subskill.
Misconceptions of a single student could then be recognized by finding
a combination of subskill variations that together best explain a set of
solutions to addition and subtraction exercises.
In Publication IV we applied a similar approach to recognizing misconceptions related to the B UILD -H EAP algorithm. One key difference to
analyzing mathematics exercises is that algorithm simulation sequences
contain not only the end result of the exercise but also most of the intermediate steps. This allows recognition of misconceptions based on single
simulation sequences as a symptom of a misconception might manifest
itself multiple times during an exercise.
Most algorithm variants used in Publication IV were manually implemented. The main reason behind this was that although the studentdevised algorithms were possible to implement manually, it was hard to
find a diagnostic model of the kind used by Brown and Burton that could
include the range of different algorithms encountered.
The results of this study showed that a relatively large body of incorrect
student answers could be automatically shown to be similar to an expected
misconception about the algorithm under study. Of all the incorrect answers, one fifth could be explained by the three most common algorithms
alone. If algorithms that do not end with the heap property restored are
considered, only one fourth of all submissions to the exercise were left
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without a probable explanation. These figures most likely cannot be generalized as they are expected to be highly dependent of the specific exercise
and population being studied.
The misconception recognition algorithm was also tested on a course
in the University of Helsinki in a test setting where a student could
confirm the hypothesis of a misconception if the system inferred one existed.
The results from this study were inconclusive as too little data was ever
collected. The key problem in the research setting was that if a student had
a misconception of the original algorithm, he would have been unlikely to
grasp a longish description of an incorrect algorithm of similar complexity.
There exist no publications from this study.

5.6.3

Simulating Inconsistent Misconceptions and Slips

In Publication IV each algorithm variant was executed on a given set of
initial data and the resulting sequences were compared with the student’s
simulation sequence. In Publication V we extended the idea of modelling
misconceptions beyond manually implemented algorithm variants by allowing small code level changes, mutations to elements of the implemented
variant algorithms. This allows subtle variation within the variant itself
as well as modeling non-systematic behavior such as slips. Modeling the
systematic errors this way is a lot closer to the idea used in B UGGY [Brown
and Burton, 1977] and even closer to that used in A CM [Langley and
Ohlsson, 1984]. We note that Brown and Burton modeled changes in a
procedural network, a model of a skill.
The smaller changes we applied on the algorithm were closer to those
used in mutation testing [DeMillo et al., 1978] as they were made directly
on the source code. Such changes could be seen to model slips and problems
related to tracing code on a low level of abstraction. Off-by-one errors are
an example. However, if the student works and thinks about the algorithm
on the visual abstraction level (as in TRAKLA2), the difference in the
student-devised algorithm to the original one can be enormous. Such
changes to the code cannot be done automatically. We tackled this by
implementing the base variants by hand.
Although possible points for mutations were used sparingly in the code,
the change in ways to simulate problems also created a technical problem.
Even a small number of mutation points leads to a huge number of different
variations. The suggested solution is to perform a depth-first search with
pruning based on limiting mutation randomness and ending execution
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paths on which the next simulation step takes too long to reach. The idea
behind limiting randomness is that for a mutation to be a misconception,
it should be consistent, to be a slip it should appear some limited number
of times.
Another idea essential to finding the results reasonably fast was the use
of metamutants [Untch, 1992], where applying the mutations does not
require recompiling the code as all changes can be turned on or off within
the compiled code during execution.
Albeit the algorithm being studied (binary search) was simple in nature
the results were promising, suggesting that by simulating slips and small
variations we could explain an even larger set of student answers. The
approach also poses us with a new problem of interpreting the result in a
form that could be used to give the student relevant feedback.

5.6.4

Synchronization with Model Solution after an Error

While researching for techniques to use in assessing erroneous solution
sequences, the author experimented with using distance measures between
data structures to map data structure states in two sequences where local
errors are present. The implementation was based on linearization of the
data structures into text strings. The distance between the two strings was
then calculated using Levenshtein distance metric [Levenshtein, 1966].
In case of simple slips the student will still perform the same actions on
their own copy of the data structures. A local error will only affect some of
these future actions, altering the data structure nearly in the same way
as in the model answer. Any model answer state can now be given an
approximately matching state that has the smallest distance to that model
state.
While this technique is very sensitive to the linearization process it was
found to be accurate enough to be of assistance when viewing model answers. An implementation in a limited number of TRAKLA2 exercises was
made [Jurado Peinado, 2007] that allowed viewing and synchronizing the
student answer and model answer side by side to better see the difference
between the two.
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6. Conclusions and Discussion

An overall research problem in this thesis was how to improve existing
assessment techniques and tools so that we can more accurately assess
students’ programming skills and give them better feedback.
This objective was addressed through the seven research questions revisited in this chapter. In the following sections we review each of the
research questions, discuss the results and point out possibilities for future
research.

6.1

6.1.1

Research Questions Revisited

Testing and Assessment

Q1) Is code coverage a reliable enough measure of testing adequacy, when
assessing student tests?

Code coverage would be a very attractive candi-

date for assessment metric as it is very straightforward to measure and
simple to explain. The results are also always repeatable.
The results in Publication VII, however, point out that coverage being
used as a measure for testing adequacy in assessment, can sometimes lead
to unwanted behavior where students see even very incomplete testing as
being acceptable and do not aim any higher.
For example, a student’s test case can execute most of the code lines
written in the exercise and then use a single assertion to check some small
detail of the results. As this already grants almost full coverage score, only
motivated students see a reason to test further. The problem is that testing
the tiny detail covers only a very small part of the programs expected
behavior but a large number of code lines.
While code coverage can point out program code that is unintentionally
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ignored by the test suite, it does not require that the tests written really
test the program against its specification.
We see that code coverage is still a valuable tool for pointing out potential
problems with testing. Judging by the results, code coverage should not be
used alone to automatically measure testing adequacy. One possible choice
is to ensure testing code quality manually using spot checks etc.
Q2) Can mutation testing be used to assess testing adequacy?

Mutation

testing finds a lot more variation in testing adequacy when applied to
student testing data. Using mutation testing as a part of an educational
assessment of testing skills currently requires a human in the assessment
process to interpret and screen the results.
There are many key problems that should be solved before the approach
can be used to provide direct feedback to students. The first one is about
how to present the results to students. Using code from a live mutant
as a counterexample is one possibility, but it most likely requires that
we explain students the basics of mutation testing. A second problem is
caused by equivalent mutants which can lead to false alerts.
We conclude that there is potential in this approach, but it currently
is better suited for the educator who can interpret the results. Developing mutation testing towards a comprehensive tool to describe testing
weaknesses to novices seems like an interesting future direction.
Q3) Could visual feedback be used to better convey test results in assessment?

This question actually had two subquestions in it concerning the

feasibility and the effectiveness of the approach. The question about feasibility was answered in Publication VIII where we used the possibilities of
the web platform to turn textual feedback into visual feedback within the
student’s browser. Even fairly complicated graphics can be created using
freely available web APIs making the approach worth considering.
The obvious drawback is in the possible security problems. Rendering
unescaped HTML code created from student code can provide an attack
vector. Escaping everything originating from the students code might have
to be done already in the teacher’s testing code.
The second subquestion asked whether the visualization helps in better
conveying information on failed assertions. Of the three factors tested:
time used, number of resubmissions and final score reached, we could not
find significant differences between our test groups.
One possible explanation is that the difficulty of coding the exercise
affected the three factors more than interpreting feedback making the
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effect too small to notice. Studying feedback effectiveness separate from the
implementation task might yield more information. Another interesting
topic is to study augmenting existing textual feedback with automatically
created visualizations.
The answer for the research question is, that while adding visual feedback is feasible to implement, we did not find statistically significant
differences between effectiveness of textual and visual feedback in our first
study.

6.1.2

Reading and Tracing

Q4) What features of the program code or the exercise affect student performance (in program-tracing multiple-choice-questions)?

In the working

group study two different exercise types were studied, fixed-code exercises
where the a student traced the complete execution of a single piece of code
and skeleton-code exercises where she was required to choose a piece of
code to complete a short program in order to make it perform as expected.
Not too surprisingly skeleton code questions were found to be more
demanding than straight tracing questions. A very probable explanation
is that while tracing is applied to solve simple tracing exercises, solving a
skeleton code question would require multiple tracing runs which is not
found feasible in an exam setting by the students.
While the code in the WG study questions contained a few non-idiomatic
pieces of code, these seemed not to influence students too heavily. Contrary
to such worries, in Question 8 [Publication II, p. 124] the most idiomatic
solution is the least popular over all quartiles. Also in Question 2 (p. 123) it
would have been easy to jump to conclusion by guessing the meaning of the
piece of code. This suggests that the exercise was indeed solved by tracing.
In Question 6, misconceptions about how a return statement works inside
a loop had an expectable effect on scores. Many students (even in the top
quartile) who had not seen a return used in this way answered the question
wrong.
Q5) Is there evidence of effective solving strategies for tracing exercises?
The clearest evidence of an effective strategy was in the form of tracing
doodles, suggesting that students should be taught some basic tracing
strategies and possibly be encouraged to use paper or some other media for
external memory during program comprehension. Full or partial tracing
of code was also a common strategy found in the audio transcripts.
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Using the exam sheet as external memory while tracing both reduces the
possibility of making careless mistakes. It could also reduce cognitive load
during solving, making the exercise easier to solve.
Some markings were also more frequent among students who scored
better. In Publication III we reported that the best performing students
perform synchronized tracing of multiple variables on paper three times
as much as students in the lowest two quartiles.

6.1.3

Data Structures and Algorithms

Research questions 6 and 7 are closely related and are evaluated here
together.
Q6) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we automatically point
out and tell apart random careless errors from systematic errors resulting
from misconceptions?

Q7) Given an incorrect simulation sequence, can we automatically interpret
and assess simulation sequence states following an error?

The TRAKLA2

system records user actions, solution sequences, during visual algorithm
simulation for later inspection. In Publication IV we examined recorded
sequences from the Build-Heap exercise to study possible misconceptions
about the algorithm. If an erroneous sequence followed a systematic algorithm, it was implemented and tested against the set of recorded sequences.
The two most common variants could explain every single action in over
18 percent of all the incorrect sequences. Similarly over 7 percent of the
incorrect sequences could be simulated by skipping small steps from the
algorithm or performing them in an incorrect order.
This simple approach partially answers Q6. The number of completely
interpreted simulation sequences suggests that manually implementing
the erroneous variants is both able to point out specific misconceptions and
can explain some sequences through simulated skips and misorderings.
In Publication V we tested a method where an implementation of an
algorithm was instrumented with special code that allowed controlled
changes in essential parts of its execution. The goal was to use these
changes to create simulation sequences with both systematic changes
(where the same change is applied every time the part of code is executed)
and non-systematic changes, where a change often happens only once or
a few times. This extended the approach in Publication IV by allowing a
larger variety of non-systematic changes.
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The non-systematic changes are an attempt to simulate the careless
errors by the students. If we succeed in simulating the error it is more
likely that we can continue interpreting the simulation after it. While
the approach seems promising, answering Q7 completely requires future
research with simulations of a more complicated algorithm and user evaluation of the results.

6.2

Possible Issues with Research Validity

In this section we discuss possible issues with validity in this research and
suggest how we could address the issues in future research.

6.2.1

Studies on Tracing and Doodles

The initial research problem for Publication II was to study further a result
of a previous Working Group study [McCracken et al., 2001] which explored
the programming skills of programming students in the end of their first
year of studies. Their hypothesis of the low scores was that students lack
problem-solving skills.
The Leeds working group tested a hypothesis that the problems were
more profound with a multiple choice test with code comprehension exercises. The exercises were designed so that they could be answered by
tracing a given code and checking the result in the end of the trace. Test
questions were administered to 941 students from 7 countries. 556 students got all 12 exercises in the set of questions. In addition to answers
to the questions participants of the WG also collected scratch papers and
recorded and transcribed speak aloud solving sessions.
From the quantitative data collected the WG concluded that students
had problems answering tracing questions substantially easier than the
tasks used in the McCracken et al. study. The main research intrument,
the MCQ test was tested for reliability using Cronbach’s alpha. The result
was slightly under the value 0.8 suggesting that the test did not measure
a single construct. The result was likely because of questions with varying
difficulty.
The doodle categories in the Publication II paper were created by two
WG members and the categorization was used in classification of doodles
by three other members to test whether it produced repeatable results.
Publication III studied interrelations of classified doodles with data
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about question types, student perfomance and institutions. The validity of
key results in Publication III was confirmed by an independent study by
Whalley et al. [2007]. The validity of the results in Publications II and III
is increased by the number of researchers, the number and spectrum of
test subjects studied and the use of multiple data sources (scratch paper
and audio) to support each other in the process.

6.2.2

Studies on Visual Algorithm Simulation

The system paper, [Publication I] contains no results that would have
issues with validity. It provides background for the two other papers,
Publications IV and V, describing the tool used to collect the data. The
data used in these papers was also not collected using any special setup.
Instead, we used data that had already been collected on a normal course.
From a technical prototype viewpoint the techniques described in the
paper are valid and produce repeatable results. The key problem is, however, in the interpretation of the results. Currently the only method that
adds validity to the interpretation is based on pattern matching – that the
observed sequences in the recorded algorithm visualizations are both too
complex and too common to appear by chance. The method should, however,
be tested both with additional simulated algorithms to see how generalizable it is and an evaluation study should be conducted that confirms the
detected misconceptions with students.

6.2.3

Studies on Assessing Programming and Testing

The inclusion criteria for the literature survey in Publication VI was clearly
communicated and unambiguous. The classification of system features
used in the paper was created by reading new papers and revising the
categories until the authors reached a consensus.
The literature survey adds to the significance of Publications VII and VIII
as neither approach listed in the papers was encountered when conducting
the review. In Publication VII an existing test adequacy metric was applied
to test suites written by students taking a CS2 course. The results showed
that mutation testing leads to a wider distribution of points. This can
be explained by the difference between the assessment metric (coverage)
and our adequacy metric (mutation testing). Mutation testing, however,
revealed possible unintentional weaknesses in test assertions used by the
students. Conducting an evaluation study where students receive feedback
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using either of the two approaches would show better if and how changing
the metric would affect testing habits.
In Publication VIII we tested the effect of textual, semantically meaningful visual and generic visual feedback to student performance on a
programming course. We used three randomly assigned groups that received different feedback types in different exercises. To our knowledge
the other factors affecting the students were identical as submissions we
made online and all students had the same teacher and the same TAs.

6.3

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we have adressed a number of topics related to automated
assessment and feedback. Some of the techniques developed are mature
enough to be used on real courses, some still need more research.
Of the techniques worked on in this thesis, visual feedback in web-based
assessment platforms has already been used on a course. The object graph
visualization technique integrated with a familiar testing framework could
make it even easier to adopt for any teacher interested in the idea. The
effectiveness of the approach is still an open research question, especially
because there is a range of possibilities on how to visualize data.
The second technique with a lot of promise is adressing the adequacy
of students’ testing skills using mutation testing. In our tests, performed
on real course data, we found that code coverage can sometimes give
too encouraging results and that some students intentionally exploit the
weaknesses of the code coverage approach. Using mutation testing might
also point out weaknesses to the student early enough to disencourage bad
testing habits.
This topic however needs research both on how to apply mutation testing
to produce results that are meaningful to students, and on how to present
those results to students.
While teaching our CS2 course which involves elementary program testing, we have observed something that links together two topics in this
thesis – testing and tracing. Some students seem to have trouble coming
up with test data that leads to test coverage of a certain branch in their
program
The problem was even more evident in an exercise where students were
not able to directly invoke a certain private1 method. For the method to
1 visibility modifier in Java that prevents code from being invoked from outside
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be indirectly executed, an object had to be in a specific state, achievable
through a series of other method calls. This constitutes a completely
different type of a tracing problem, where one has to work backwards
from a conditional to find a suitable strategy. Studying effective student
strategies for this kind of “reverse execution” could be interesting.
Finally, the work on tracing skills has shown me that we should pay more
attention to teaching novices a robust understanding of the semantics of
a programming language. Teemu Sirkiä and Juha Sorva have created a
program simulation tool UUHISTLE [Sorva and Sirkiä, 2010] which both
helps in teaching these topics, but also in collecting even more detailed
information on how novices understand program execution.

the class
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